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Abstract: Soccer teams seem to win most of their matches when they compete at home compared with when they compete away from home. This is partly attributable to the home-advantage decisions referees’ award to the home teams. This study used qualitative methods to explore the views of referees who officiated soccer matches at the 23rd GUSA games held at the University of Cape Coast, Ghana, on the phenomenon. Also, theoretical concepts were exploited from knowledge-based repositories on home-advantage decisions. Seven experienced referees were selected to supply information through an adapted semi-structured interview protocol. Content analysis procedures identified nine inter-related factors that define three higher-order themes. The factors; experience, opinion and control form a higher-order theme labelled personal factors. Crowd aggression, team reception, play conditions, and player reaction were identified as situational factors, and geographical location and travel conditions represented environmental themes. All the nine factors inter-relate to influence the decision-making efficiency of referees when officiating soccer matches. It was recommended that referees pay particular attention to the home-advantage themes and models expatiated in this study to become aware of varied factors that underlie the award of home-advantage decisions. This will enable referees device appropriate strategies to cope with the factors. Also, the activities of referees should be monitored via the use of electronic monitoring systems such as video technology at all league centres to force referees rescind arbitrary decisions they make on the field of play. This is likely to lead to a reduction in biased officiating.
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INTRODUCTION

Soccer seems to be one of the numerous sporting disciplines in Ghana that is often watched and is associated with large crowd attendance whether; an ordinary game, training session, friendly match, or competitive match. Soccer is a beautiful game of chance where the teams showcase disparities in skills because they buy the best talents [1]. The satisfaction derived from soccer matches usually depends on the capabilities of the players, the quality of teams playing, the occasion, and quality of officiating exhibited by the referees [2]. Team sport officials including soccer referees play a critical role in adjudicating competitive matches to the extent that the decisions made during a match can have a potential impact on the match outcome [3]. Existing research reports that match play imposes high physical demands on soccer referees [4], [5] who cover up to 12km during a match leading to a reduction in physical ability towards the end of a match [6], [7]. This reduction in ability impact on their decision-making efficiency due to a reduced ability to position themselves rightly around the playing area. Other referees also deliberately use their discretion to twist the rules and give bias decisions [8]-[10]. Notwithstanding that decision-making is the most important role of soccer referees during matches, many infractions of the laws of the game by players go unheeded as referees seem to indulge in acts that portray favouritism, especially for the home teams. This form of biasness, is particularly pertinent in sports to the extent that partial decision-making can determine competition outcomes, have strong repercussions on athletes’ careers, and affect supporters’ well-being [11]. Referees are usually charged with the interpretation of the laws of the game in a fair but firm manner, and to regulate the play behaviour of players. As the sole arbiters, they possess complete authority in the discharge of their duties by judging events instantly as they occur on the field of play [12]. This suggests that the referee has unlimited authority backed by Law 5 of the rules of soccer which states inter alia-“the decisions of the referee regarding facts connected with play, including whether or not a goal is scored and the result of the match, are final” [13] (p. 63). The same rule admonishes all stakeholders to always respect the decisions of the referee, and all other match officials to ensure the success of every soccer programme. Let’s consider this scenario: A forward of the home team dribbles the ball past the opposing halfback and runs into the opposing penalty area. The opposing halfback quickly pursues and tackles the forward who falls down. Then in a reactive manner the garrulous home crowd roars “penalty, penalty.” What decision does the referee award? Does he/she award: a penalty kick to the attacker and caution or expel the defender; award indirect free kick to the attacking team inside the penalty area; signal play on; or award indirect free kick to the defending team and caution the attacker for simulation? Would the referee give the same decision if the away team forward had fallen and the away crowd had yelled similarly? If not, then what could possibly account for the differences in decision despite the similarity in the situations? Would the crowd effect be a significant determinant of the referee’s decision, or other puzzling factors might come into play? The varying standards of performance of different referees, and the varying performance of the same referee in various matches and during two halves of the same match is very critical in determining the outcome or results of matches, especially to the advantage of teams playing at home. Home-advantage consists of prevailing conditions at a team’s base that tend to favour or offer valuable help to the team to enable it win matches at the home ground. This phenomenon is indisputably a powerful influence on performance outcomes to the extent that playing at home increases the chances of winning [14]. This suggests that athletes enjoy more success performing at home than when not at home. Three explanations for home advantage are commonly advanced; learning factors (ground familiarity), travel factors (fatigue, disruption to routine) and crowd factors (home crowd support and possible referee bias) [15], [16]. This study will focus on the importance of the above factors in addition to the percentage of wins chalked by home
teams and the role played by referees in home advantage situations. The role played by referees is very crucial because referees tend to be biased when officiating matches [15] which potentially contribute to home advantage [11]. Such acts of compromise go a long way to help home teams win their matches. Home advantage effects are more apparent in some sports than in others and they play an important part in determining the result of sports where the referees’ decisions can influence the result, such as soccer and boxing [17]. Literature [15], [18] has revealed referees give many decisions in favour of the home team most of which arise as a result of home player reaction, home team reception and familiarity, home team promise of paraphernalia, and home crowd noise. Experimental studies have revealed that officials are more likely to award; discretionary decisions that favour the home team (e.g., extension of time), more controversial penalty kicks and goals to the home team, and harsher punishments for the away team (e.g., show of cards) with large crowds [8], [10], [19-22]. Also, examined game records have indicated home teams win more matches often than away teams; they are awarded more penalty kicks, and receive fewer bookings [23]. Nevill, Balmer and Williams (2002) corroborated the belief that referees favour home teams and that crowd noise greatly influenced this phenomenon. Nevill et al. asked 40 referees to view an edited video-taped game between Liverpool and Leicester City, played at Liverpool during the 1999/2000 season, and give decisions to incidents in the presence and absence of a vociferous crowd. The video was stopped after every challenge on a player for six seconds, and each of the 40 referees was to decide whether the challenge was a foul or not, and to which team the decision should go. Half the referees watched the videotape with audible crowd noise and the other half in silence. Results showed that the referees who watched the game with audible crowd noise awarded a significant amount of the decisions to the home team, hence supporting the notion that referees consistently give decisions in favour of the home team. This has implications for a strong support base for soccer clubs to cheer their respective teams in their quest to win matches. Other studies also compared home advantage and referee behaviour in stadia with and without the usual crowds present [25], [26], and indicated referees adjusted their decisions to appease the home fans, punished the away players more harshly, and treated the home players with leniency [25]. The existence of home advantage has been established for all major professional team sports but greatest in soccer [27]. This, according to the author, is less marked in local derbies, in the FA Cup and in non-professional competitions. It is greater in the European Cup and increases as the stages of a competition progress. Analyses of nearly 9000 matches between 1993 and 2004 revealed that international sides won an average of 50.3% of home games and lost just 25.1%. Brazil, Spain and France, all won over 60% of home fixtures [28]. A similar trend was evident across Europe where 17 of the 20 clubs in Spain had better home records than away [29]. An examination of the domestic leagues of 72 countries revealed that home advantage was higher than average in the Balkan countries, especially Bosnia and Albania and in the Andean countries in South America [30]. All the findings suggests the existence and high magnitude of home-advantage the world over with very high levels in Europe. An analysis of the 2012/13 English Premier League table revealed a similar trend of better home records. For instance, 18 of the league’s 20 sides had better records at home than away. From the League table, the topmost team won the highest home (n = 16) and away (n = 12) matches [31]. This speaks possibly of the strength or form of the club. All the 20 clubs, with the exception of Wigan Athletic (which placed 18th), won more games at home than away. The same trend was repeated in the 2013/14 [32] and 2014/15 [33] leagues with Manchester United and Crystal Palace being the only exceptions respectively. From 2012-2015, Manchester City won majority of home matches (45 [60.8%] out of 74 wins in 114 matches). A linear model analysis of data on individual home advantage in the Japan J-leagues revealed a significant home-field advantage. The author attributed this to audience size but did not find similar results in the Japan Women’s Football league which is usually watched by a small crowd size. The trend has not been different on the African front where [29] reported that just 4% of away fixtures were won in the 2011/12 season in the Nigerian Premier League. This implies that all the 19 clubs put in the necessary structures to win their home matches. In Ghana, the 2013/14 Premier League table indicated that nine (56.25%) out of the 16 clubs won 9-11 home matches [35]. Only the top three clubs had near parity home-away performances. The rest, with the exception of one (Medeama Sporting Club) performed woefully away (75%, 8-11 losses). An overall home win of 58% compared to away of 17% was reported. A similar trend was recorded in the 2014/15 soccer league. The league table [36] showed that the top three teams all won 12 out of 15 home matches, but managed to win only 1-3 away matches. All the 16 clubs lost 6-14 out of 15 away matches played. On the average, 65% home wins were recorded as against 10% away wins; an improvement over the previous year’s. This confirms the contention that the home side can expect to win about half or more of their fixtures, with the away side victorious just one quarter of the time [29]. This present study is underpinned by three comprehensive models that have been developed to guide understanding of the home-advantage phenomenon; The Standard Model, The Territoriality Model, and The Attentional Shifts Model (Home Disadvantage). The Standard Model gives information on the causal processes connecting game-location factors to performance outcomes [37]. The model considers four important game-location factors; support of the home audience, travel fatigue of the away team, familiarity with the home venue, and (in some sports) competition rules that might favour the home team. These factors contribute to the psychological states of players, coaches, and sometimes officials. In support of the proposals of the standard model, [38] demonstrated that components of crowd structure (size, density, and propinquity) and crowd behaviour (booping, teasing, fighting, and cheering) are related to the magnitude of home-advantage making home teams more successful in the presence of large audiences that display responsible behaviour. This implies that larger and denser crowds produce greater advantages for home teams. Comparisons between travel and home-advantage have revealed that travel effects become relevant over relatively long distances, especially when players are travelling in an eastward direction [39]. Also, home-advantage increases by about 20% per time zone crossed [40]. Teams experience a decline in home-advantage when they relocate [30]. Unfamiliarity to the new stadium and Territoriality could be a possible explanation of this effect. However, competition rules has been found to contribute minimally to home-
advantage [38] although referees favour home teams in the performance of their duties. The Territoriality Model equates home-advantage to the natural response to protect the invasion of one’s territory [41]. Recent studies have shown the protective response that is associated with heightened testosterone concentrations and a higher occurrence of overt aggression when the perceived territories of animal species are invaded compared with neutral or rival territory [42], [43]. The proposal by [41] that a similar territorial response operates in humans and is observable in competitive sport was no fluke. The authors conducted a study on soccer players and found that testosterone concentrations were considerably higher before home games compared with before away games and ordinary training sessions. To this effect, [44] explored testosterone responses to competition outcomes and found increases in testosterone levels after victory in a home venue compared with victory in an away venue. Rises in testosterone leads to greater physical aggression and motivation to compete and so thought of as the panacea to athletic performance [45] when playing comfortably at home. The third model, Attentional Shift or Home Disadvantage, suggests that athletes’ motivation to achieve success may be over-shadowed by a desire to avoid failure and that crowd pressure is responsible for the attentional shift in players which could lead to poor performance (choking) in critical conditions [46]. For instance, In win-imminent situations of high importance (eg., championship point in a tennis grand slam), athletes will naturally try to do everything in their control to ensure they execute their tasks very well. This desire often results in attention shifting from an external to an internal focus as athletes pay more attention to their movement responses [38, p. 50]. This attempt to consciously control previously automatic movements often results in poor performance [47] and it explains why athletes perform abysmally despite the support of the home crowd. The three models of the home-advantage phenomenon complement each other to determine players’ psychological states which differ between home and away matches and how competing at home can enhance athlete and team performance. It also impacts spectator behaviour and the officiating experiences and psychological states of referees. For instance, the crowd structure/behaviour can put fear in some referees and result in the application of home-advantage. The earlier analysis of the International, European, English and African soccer trend suggests that there is clearly an increased chance of success for the home side in any soccer competition and that teams always try to win matches at home because referees’ decisions usually favour home teams. Winning home games and amassing points by winning some away matches seems to be the only true means to success in soccer, any deviation from this is not a probable success story. Why do soccer teams win most of their matches when playing at home than away? To what extent are the chances of victory when playing at home? Can a team’s form/strength enable them win home and away matches equally? What factors influence referees’ decisions in favour of the home team? What experiences of home-advantage do referees have? Answers to these and other questions catalysed a research into the topic. Although research has reiterated that the causes of home-advantage are still not completely understood, geographical location, crowd effects and travelling have been cited as accounting for 76.7% of the variability in home-advantage [30].

**Purpose of the Study**

The study sought to explore the experiences of soccer referees in awarding home-advantage decisions during matches. It focussed on the decision-making efficiency of referees and the reasons behind the advantages they give to home teams.

**METHODS**

**Research Design**

The research was particularly interested in establishing a contextualised perspective of referees’ subjective experiences in applying home-advantage when officiating soccer matches in Ghana and other similar venues to determine more home wins than away. In this wise, qualitative content analysis (CA) was used as the study design. CA is especially useful in reducing data, identifying meanings, and making sense out of voluminous qualitative material [48], and emphasises an integrated view of speech or texts in clearly identifiable contexts [49]. CA enabled me to construct the personal and social worlds of referees in the light of giving decisions in favour of home teams. The study was developed from an interpretive stance, a paradigm most consistent with CA.

**Participants**

The study population comprised the 13 male referees selected from the various universities for the 23rd GUSA games held at University of Cape Coast, Ghana, from 11th-22nd June, 2014. After a briefing on the purpose, significance and ethical considerations of the study, all the referees agreed to participate in the study. However, the purposive sampling technique was used to include only the seven class one referees amongst the group in the study. These class one referees had officiated soccer matches for a minimum of seven years (having graduated from potential, through class three and two to one), have a great deal of experience and thus have applied home-advantage situations several in matches to be able to supply the required information for the study. Five of the participants were referees whilst the remaining two were assistant referees. The participants had an average age of 32 years (SD = 3.317; range = 28-37 years), average refereeing experience of 10.43 years (SD=2.760; range=7-15 years), and time frame since last officiating a match = 1 day-4 weeks. Three participants were officials of the 2014/2015 First Plus Capital Premier League in Ghana.

**Interview Protocol**

Data was collected using a semi-structured interview guide. Little emphasis was placed on the ordering of questions, but the participants’ interest was followed. By so doing, the participant’s psychological and social world was “entered” into and they shared in the direction of the interview. An interview schedule on soccer referee decision-making [18] was adapted and used for this study. Although this interview guide consisted of 22 items, the present guide was made up of 11 items in addition to the demographics. The competency of the authors was unquestionable since they had conducted other studies using the same data gathering technique thus, reducing issues about validity. This was in line with [50] who provided an excellent summary of the issue. The modified interview schedule comprised questions such as:
What is your take on the interpretation of the Laws of the Game when officiating matches?
Is it problematic sometimes to apply the rules? How difficult?
Do you think there is much disparity in the standard of refereeing across soccer matches?
Is it natural to wander from the rules when faced with certain pressures, or is it just bad practice?
Are there moments when it is challenging to conclude on whether there was a foul or not? Why?
How does making wrong/unpopular decision affect you? Does home-advantage exist? What concerns do you have to share?
How do you give home-advantage in a match?
What factors account for the award of certain decisions in favour of a home team?
Anything else?

The interviews were conducted within the period slated for the GUSA games and lasted an hour each. An hour of interview was considered normal [51]. This was after the participants had finished officiating for the day, showered down and taken their supper. During the interviews, ideas were fed back to the participants to refine, rephrase, and interpret in their own words [52]. Since the participants were not interviewed in their typical working places, contextual richness could not be enhanced nor could data fragmentation minimised [52]. Establishing intimacy and rapport with each participant was of paramount importance. Each interview was tape recorded using an Infinix Zero 2013 model phone. Notes were also taken of salient information as a back-up activity to enable a cross-check of facts. Conducting the interviews in this manner ensured that the participants’ evaluation of giving home-advantage were obtained rather than the researchers’ interpretations/ definitions of the phenomenon [53]. In an informal post-interview session, five of the participants, who could be reached, were given the chance to discuss the findings on telephone (8 months after the collection of data). To minimise the epistemological assumption of the perceived distance between the researcher and the participants [54], the interpretations of the data were shared with the participants. This was possible because the participants were traced to the addresses they provided during the data collection period.

Data Analysis
Data analysis followed the steps to qualitative content data analysis [49]. These included; prepare the data, define the unit of analysis, develop categories and a coding scheme, test the coding scheme on a sample of text, code all the text, assess consistency in coding, draw conclusions from the coded data, and report the methods and findings. In line with the above steps, the interviews were transformed verbatim into written text and the transcribed write-ups were given back to the participants, for two weeks, to cross-check if the information they gave have been adequately presented. This technique was adopted to ensure that massive data were not lost nor distorted and ensure reduction of complexity [55]. This member checking technique was done to ensure credibility of results. After ascertaining exactness, each manuscript was read several times and the “unit of analysis” in the form of notes that reflected interesting or significant concerns on decision-making and home-advantage were made in the left hand margin. This helped to check interpretations against raw data as a form of improving credibility. Categories were generated by the use of the constant comparative method [49]. This method stimulates original insights and is able to clearly present differences between categories. To ensure the coherence and consistency of coding procedures, a coding manual which consisted of category names, and definitions or rules for assigning codes [56] was developed. This manual presented a broad framework upon which all coding processes hinged. To test or check the coding scheme on a sample of text for example, regarding why referees favour home teams at the expense of away teams, a Principal Research Assistant at the Institute of Educational Planning and Administration, University of Cape Coast, coded the same selected text just as the researcher. This fellow had received some coding training from a Professor in that Department and been involved in two similar qualitative studies with the said Professor. An assessment of the inter-coder agreement was initially low. Coding rules were revised and coding consistency was checked severally to ensure that sufficient coding consistency was achieved [56]. This led to the resolution of doubts about the definitions of categories, coding rules and categorisation of certain cases. Once consistency was achieved, the coding rules were applied to the entire text and rechecked severally in view of the fact that mistakes could be made as a result of hunger, fatigue and other situational occurrences. Next, sense was made of the identified themes or categories and conclusions drawn from the coded data. Here, inferences as a result of reconstructions of meanings derived from the data were made. The findings have finally been reported so as to make the study replicable. In doing so, quotations and a diagram have been used to facilitate the descriptions and justify some conclusions made [57]. Implications of participants’ responses were drawn for the exploration of referees’ experiences of home-advantage situations in general. It must however be emphasised that one other nonfoundational approach adopted to enhance the trustworthiness of the study was “bracketing.” Prior to data collection and analysis, I maintained a reflexive journal to help “brace” my personal values and experiences, as a retired class one referee, on the research, having refereed soccer matches at all levels in Ghana for 15 years. Notes about when I had given home-advantage were codified. A careful attempt was made to avoid imposing my views of home-advantage on the participant’s accounts. Discussions with a Sport Management expert from a sister university, who acted as a “critical friend,” revealed inadequacies, queries and biases in the analytic decisions made. Further discussions led to a better interpretation of the views of the participants. This approach resulted in the utilisation of the appropriate analytical processes, created self-awareness in me and added to the quality of the analysis of the data.

Results
The study sought to explore the experiences of soccer referees in awarding home-advantage decisions during matches. A considerable amount of information on the subject was received to facilitate analysis. All the seven referees admitted to doing their best to interpret and apply the Laws of the Game accurately when officiating matches. They agreed to the existence of home-advantage in soccer and further admitted that they are culprits of the phenomenon. All the referees had applied home-advantage in one way or the other as and when it became necessary. This home-advantage
phenomenon, according to six of them; Leads to the enormous variation in the standard of refereeing across soccer matches in Ghana and elsewhere. These variations come about as a result of the number of errors committed in a match, usually in favour of the home team. Some of these errors are however, unpardonable. Nine themes emanated from the collected data. Not all the participants made mention of all the themes. However, five mentioned four themes (geographical location, crowd aggression, team reception, and play conditions), three themes (travel conditions, player reaction, and experience), were identified by four referees, and a further three referees mentioned two themes (opinion and control). The themes that received the modal score were crowd factors and team reception. Following are the descriptions and participants’ experiences of the identified themes.

**Theme 1 – Geographical location**
The theme geographical location describes the location or place where the team is situated, whether, in a city, town or village, a mountainous area, a beach side and even the weather conditions. It also refers to the site or location of the field and its easy accessibility to major roads, streets or nearby houses which are the readily available routes of escape in case of a spectator/team rage. The location of the field according to the referees is very critical in decision-making. Sometimes when you get to the match venue and you assess the hidden nature of the field you start praying to God for a successful match. You pray that the teams comport themselves so that you return home peacefully. Some of the pitches are unmotorable and about a kilometre from the main road and you can imagine your fate when the home team loses a match as a result of referee error. (TR 2) I remember a match on a valley-like field which was quite a distance from the next major town somewhere in the Eastern Region in which the home team was down by a lone goal in the first half. In the second half we had to award some decisions in favour of the home team to enable them equalise to save us from a probable assault and the trouble of walking that distance, through a bush, to the next town to board a vehicle. (TR 3)

**Theme 2 – Crowd aggression**
The theme crowd aggression describes how spectators misconduct themselves in a bid to influence the decisions of match officials. Acts of misbehaviour such as booing at, throwing objects at, using abusive/offensive language on, and physically assaulting referees are eminent. All these are done with the intention of creating panic and fear in the referees so that certain decisions can go in a particular team’s favour. This can be illustrated by the following quotes: When any decision against a home team is met with an uproar/insult, I panic and become jittery temporarily. I am compelled to appease them with a decision to sort of balance the scales. There are instances where the home crowd disagrees with every decision you make. This can affect your concentration, composure, decision-making efficiency and consequently performance. When the level of home crowd influence is great, you award most decisions in their favour. (TR 1) As one of the strategies of the home team to help them win a match, they will cast insinuations at you, openly insult, threaten and hurl objects (stones, sachet water, bottled water and sticks) at you during a match. This kind of intimidate you, make you feel uncomfortable and apprehensive resulting in you making decisions in their favour. (TR 2) At a match, two first half goals (one controversial) by the away team was enough to cause pandemonium. After the second goal, the home fans started threatening our lives and targeting objects at us. When we had gone to the dressing room during the halftime interval, they besieged the place, banged the door, used life threatening and abusive words, and declared war on the few security officers at post should they interfere. The only thing that will satisfy the home team supporters was to overturn the scales in their favour. In the second half we had to award all 50-50 decisions and two penalty-kicks in their favour, for them to equalise, before conditions normalised. (TR 4) I don’t necessarily give decisions because the crowd shouted or threatened me. However, if the prompt from the home crowd is relatively dense, I feel bad that I have not satisfied them. I don’t reverse the decision, but somehow satisfy them in other situations. I can’t say the same for other referees, but I can assure you that some of these things happen unconsciously and are natural. (TR 7) When the scales are overturned in favour of the home team to win a match, the away team becomes bewildered and unhappy, which is insignificant though, they start thinking about retaliating the incident during their next encounter on their home soil. You can hear comments like “you will see what we will do to you when you come to our home” “it will be better for you not to come to our home at all, we will discipline you and the police cannot stop us.”

**Theme 3 – Team reception**
This theme relates to how officials of a team conduct themselves and show decorum in their attitude to match officials/strangers. This includes how club officials establish contact with match officials, how they help convey match officials to the venue, how they feed and accommodate, and how they grant courtesies to match officials prior to a match. One participant emphasised; When you attend a match and the home team, who are your hosts, receive you nicely (relates well with you, feeds you, shows you around the locality, puts you in the best of hotels, and gives you a little token), you fall in love with them so you show appreciation by awarding certain decisions in their favour to help them win the match. (TR 6) In the African setting, when a stranger is well received and given all the courtesies thereof, the stranger becomes very happy and it leaves fond memories in the minds of the stranger for a long time. This informs the individual of the next line of action to take to show appreciation to the host. This is evident in soccer where well received referees show appreciation by giving decisions to favour home teams or enable them win matches.

**Theme 4 – Play conditions**
Play conditions such as organisation of the match, advertisement, responsible crowd, playing equipment and so on may not necessarily have so much impact on decisions, but may be a crucial contributory factor to decision-making. Some of the participants discussed that: The mere sight of a magnificent edifice coupled with well-structured and colourfully sighted equipment at a match venue draws me close to the home team. Most of such facilities have well lit rooms for relaxation prior to matches. I instantly develop some love for the home team. Not surprising, this influences most of my decisions in their favour. (TR 5) When I officiate on a very good pitch I tell myself that the home team should be assisted to win their matches so that the amount spent in
maintaining the pitch will not go to waste. I remember a match in the Brong Ahafo Region where I fell in love with the home team because the turf was green with nicely painted goals and structures. I awarded many fouls in their favour although most of them were uncontroversial. I also liked their organisational ability and rapid response to replacing balls that had gone out of play. (TR 2)

**Theme 5 – Travel conditions**
Good road networks are an incentive to travelling for matches. Feeling comfortable and safe on the road as a result of the available mediums of transportation informs referees how to plan their journeys; which route to use, when to take-off, how many transit points to use, what to carry along, etc. Consider the following quote; Before I was even informed by my refereeing district of a match I had been appointed to, the home club had called to inform me about the match. The caller indicated their intention to transport the trio from the Eastern Region to pass the night at Kumasi on Saturday and continue to Berekum in the Brong Ahafo Region where the match would be played on Sunday. The three of us met at a point and were picked with a four-wheel Pajero car. We enjoyed the best of country music and journey. The reception (accommodation, food, and social interaction) given to us was overwhelming. The same car waited and conveyed us back to our various destinations after the match. You can imagine the direction of most of the decisions during the match, humans as we are. (TR 1) In their bid to influence you to help them win matches, some clubs provide a better means of transport to match officials instead of the officials finding their own routes to the venue. If the journey is far and the officials have to pass the night somewhere, the clubs provide the needed accommodation and meals in addition. This has implications on the safety, comfort, confidence and biasness of referees.

**Theme 6 – Player reaction**

This theme relates to the show of adverse behaviour by players when a decision is awarded against their team which they disagree with. Every soccer player seems to be inadvertently guilty of this phenomenon in his/her career. Players throw their hands or feet off, kick or throw balls away, shout certain words, frown their faces, rush towards the referee, etc. to show their disagreement with certain decisions. These tantrums have the tendency of influencing decisions directly. For instance: When players continually show acts of disagreement you become frightened as this can lead to loss of concentration. When this happens you tend to focus more on how to appease them instead of applying the rules. When this is usually done by the home team you are forced to misapply sanctions. For instance instead of sending off you issue a yellow card to a home player, or award a penalty-kick for the slightest challenge on the home attacker in the opposing penalty area. On the other hand, when referees consistently give accurate decisions, players accept it more, are happy, have confidence in the referees, tap them at the back, raise their thumbs to signal acceptance, and compliment them with statements like “good call ref.”

**Theme 7 – Experience**
The theme experience describes; the number of years of officiating, one’s encounter with difficult situations, how one gets away with difficult situations, and how one manages player behaviour confidently to avert further misconducts. Experience leads to the reduction of inaccuracies in difficult situations and to accurate decision-making. When I am officiating and difficult situations come up I quickly rush in to calm players down, and let them understand that I am in charge. I seldom issue cards, I believe in player management. The inexperienced referees keep flashing cards and calling for every minor infringement. No. Experience will teach you to be calm, concentrative, and win the confidence of the players even when you commit occasional errors. (TR 4) My handling of very difficult situations in the Premier League has impacted on my level of officiating. Now I am able to do anything in a match, stray away a little from the rules, interpret players’ actions on the field more than the eye sees, and direct the game to my expected destination. (TR 1) Experience can even enable one handle both small and large crowd sizes conveniently. The pressure that come from large crowds are enough to throw a referee off his/her feet. It comes through learning and in a gradual process. For instance, one could compare the crowd size of a match involving Adana F/C and Tema Youth, and another involving Kotoko and Hearts of Oak. Of course the Kotoko vs Hearts of Oak match will pull a large crowd and present very difficult situations than the former. My handling of variety of matches across the breadth of the country has given me so much confidence and experience to be able to face off all threats of the crowd and concentrate on what I want to achieve in a match. To a large extent I always achieve my objectives. (TR 6)

**Theme 8 – Opinion**

Referees give different interpretations to similar situations that come up during soccer. The Laws of the Game permits them to use their discretion. Offences that could be allowed to go unpunished by one referee will call for the showing of a card by another; it all points to their opinions. Although some of these opinions could vary from the regulations, referees are protected by the clause in the Laws of the Game that makes their decisions incontestable. “The decisions of the referee regarding facts connected with play, including whether or not a goal is scored and the result of the match, are final. The decisions of the referee, and all other match officials, must always be respected” [13, p. 63]. The opinion of the referee is one factor that has never been predictable. Sometimes when a referee is faced with the same situation on two occasions, he/she gives different interpretations. On the other hand two referees give different opinions about the same situation. What one referee will caution, another will just talk to the player and yet another will send off. So you see, home-advantage decision taking is very real. I usually don’t take too many decisions against the home team as the away. But whatever decision I take, I apply a lot of common sense so as not to unduly inconvenience one team. (TR 7) The theme “opinion” renders referees very subjective notwithstanding the fact that the Laws of the Game are always modified and made stringent than before. Opinion undoubtedly hinges on experience and so experienced referees take a lot of unilateral decisions and are able to defend it.

**Theme 9 – Control**

When a referee is competent, is able to conduct a match appropriately, and take accurate decisions, he is seen to possess a high level of confidence. This level of confidence assures players/spectators that the referee has control over the
game. Control describes how the referee dictates the pace of the game by not allowing other extraneous factors to affect his/her form. When your decisions are not doubted in the first few minutes of a match, you gain the respect of the players and spectators and you have control over the match. Once you take control over the match you can then sway a few decisions without encountering the rage of the players and spectators. (TR 6) In most of my matches I stay calm, unruffled, and do not show any sign of pressure on me. When you show signs of uncertainty, the players capitalise on your weakness and confront your personality. If you are not careful you will submit to their dictates and ruin your matches. (TR 1) These extracts show that sometimes players, spectators, and team officials are suspicious of the actions and decisions of the referee. However, they can doubt their own beliefs/perceptions about a referee when they come face-to-face with a confident and competent referee who adjudicates appropriately. These nine themes are significant and inter-related to home-advantage decision-making in soccer and have been used to develop a conceptual framework to explain how they co-exist in Figure 1. From Figure 1, the higher-order theme labelled personal factors, constituted by experience, opinion and control, and situational factors constituted by crowd aggression, team reception, play conditions, and player reaction were identified. Geographical location and travel conditions represent a higher-order theme labelled environmental factors. All the nine themes inter-relate with each other and together contribute to influence the decision-making efficiency of referees when officiating soccer matches. Looking at the complexity of the situation, referees have to combine all these factors in addition to other themes from other studies [34], [18] before making a decision. This instantaneous decision-making has the tendency to lead to the compromising of the rules to the advantage, of the home team.

![Figure 1: Conceptual framework of factors accounting for referee home-advantage decision-making in soccer.](image)

**Discussions**

The aim of the present study was to explore the experiences of soccer referees in awarding home-advantage decisions during matches. Qualitative techniques were utilised to probe the subject. An interview schedule based on the previous works of [18] was adapted to explore the phenomenon. Qualitative data yielded nine themes which are central to home-advantage decision-making in soccer. The referees recounted giving accurate and unquestionable decisions when officiating matches. However, in the discharge of their duties, they are faced with personal, situational, environmental and other psychological conditions that derail their purported intentions. These conditions have implications on the performance exhibited by referees on the field of play which is of utmost interest and importance to all stakeholders involved in the management of every soccer programme [2]. The results indicated the existence of referee bias in favour of the home team to win matches. The study results corroborates a qualitative study on five experienced male referees to find out their perceptions about factors that influence decision-making in soccer with particular focus on crowd noise [18]. These authors identified four higher-order inter-related themes; ideal decision-making (accuracy-error, regulations, professionalism), individual factors (opinion, concentration, control), experience factors (experience, personality, personal life), and situational factors (crowd factors, player reaction, environmental factors, and crowd interaction) as factors that influence referee decision-making in home-advantage situations. This current study has demonstrated, confirmed and added to knowledge that soccer referees apply home-advantage decisions when officiating matches. Other previous research have also done same, especially by comparing two groups [17], [24]. This current study has confirmed [18] study on the themes that are central to referees decision-making in the award of home-advantage. The insignificant differences between [18] study and this current one could stem from the differences in the number of referees used, the calibre of referees used, and the study area. This study has however brought to the fore three additional themes (team reception, play conditions, and travel conditions) which did not form an integral part of [18]. This research has also pulled together a host of studies done on the topic for easy reference and usage. Literature has reported; familiarity with the venue, travel and rule factors, hormonal responses in players, and crowd influences on both players and sport officials as other factors that contribute to home-advantage [58]. All these factors are embedded in the models mentioned earlier that underpin this research. Experimental tests of home-advantage has added to the notion that crowd factors are a major contributory factor to why referees favour home teams [17], [58], [24]. This has brought to the fore the inconsistency in performance or decision-making by referees when faced with similar situations, which should be of immense concern to referees. Another results also revealed the number of potential stressors that confront referees [59]. This was based on the assumption of previous research that aspects of refereeing is stressful [60] and that inconsistent decisions was associated with increased anxiety as a result of crowd noise [17]. These results have implications for referees to be circumspect in their interpretation of the laws of the game, and for a strong support base for soccer clubs to eschew appropriate behaviour when throwing their support behind clubs. It also calls for the utilisation of coping strategies to enable referees deal appropriately with stressful
conditions, especially those associated with huge crowds to enable them give accurate decisions under the circumstances provided by the models mentioned earlier. A major limitation of these studies is the practical verification of the results. For instance, a conscious observation of a sampled group of referees in a number of championship matches over a period (e.g., a season) by a team of experts (including retired referees, practicing FIFA referees, match commissioners, FIFA/CAF assessors, etc.) who will be able to identify decisions deliberately made in favour of a home team at the expense of the away team. Future research should account for this limitation. It is also recommended that quantitative methods should be used to conduct further research on the influence of the nine themes identified in the present study. Confirming findings from a qualitative study in quantitative studies would provide a strong foundation for designing strategies to help referees cope with situational stressors in soccer [18].

Conclusions and Recommendations
The study has confirmed the existence of home-advantage situations in soccer. The conceptual models of home-advantage, discussed earlier, provide enough evidence of the existence of the phenomenon. This notwithstanding, the decisions of referees seem to be influenced mostly by the home crowd structure and behaviour. Although the participants indicated their preparedness to give accurate decisions, they were always disrupted by the personal, situational and environmental factors identified in this study. These factors were found to interact jointly to influence the decision-making efficiency of referees. This study adds to literature by providing further evidence that home-advantage exists in soccer and has daring consequences on the development of any soccer programme. It is recommended that referees pay particular attention to the three home-advantage models expatiated in this study to make them aware of and guide them in their dealings with home players and the crowd. Referees should be very knowledgeable about the Laws of the Game and be taught coping strategies as part of their training. This will enable them deal appropriately with crowd and player intimidation. The activities of referees could also be monitored via the use of electronic monitoring systems such as video technology to force referees rescind arbitrary decisions they make on the field of play. Raising awareness of monitoring, in this regard, may likely lead to a reduction in biased officiating.
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